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Preface

Art may exist for art's sake, but the day of testing for the sake of
testing is over. Test results must be useful, and statewide test results are
no exception to the rule. It is not enough that test results indicate the
relative quality of a school program; they must also guide the action
taken to improve that program. As discussed in this rationale, the
usefulness of test results has two prerequisites: (a) relevance of what is
tested to what is taught. and (b) specificity of the findings, so that
action can be taken to correct specific deficiencies.

Neither of these prerequisites can be met in a statewide assessment
setting without a proper combination of commitment and technical
sophistication. Relevance can only be ensured when hundreds of
California teachers nd other educators are involved in the test
development process. The Department is grateful for the generous
cooperation extended to us by teachers, principals and curriculum
specialists in outlining the desired focus of the test and reviewing
hundreds of test items to ensure the match between instruction and
testing. Specificity of findings can only be provided by a very
comprehensive test. But a very comprehensive test means a very long
test, unless the powerful efficiency of matrix sampling is brought into
play to simultaneoulsy reduce testing time and increase specificity and
reliability of the results. The advantages of matrix sampling are
substantial, if not remarkable.

The pattern for more useful statewide testing in California can be
traced to 1974, but it was not fully established until the new Survey of

16

Basic Skills: Grade 3 was first administered in 1980. The 1982 fully-
revised version of the sixth-grade Survey follows that pattern, and even
more fully exploits the new technologies of matrix sampling and item
response theory. It is not an exaggeration to say that California's
pioneering application of matrix sampling, now combined with item
response theory, is in the national and internatioi.al forefront of efforts
to make test results more accurate and useful.

The new test not only covers the "basics" with the same
thoroughness as the third-grade test, but also reflects and thereby
promotes the higher-level thinking and problem-solving skills which
are emphasued in the upper elementary grades in California schools.
Minimal proficiency testing is important, but statewide assessment
must have a broader focus; it must report on the progress of students
or all the varied goals that good instructional programs seek to foster.

This document presents a rationale for this important revision to
California Assessment Program, a brief description of the steps

In developing the test. and an illustrative outline of the skills and
couLepts covered.

DONALD R. McKINLEY ALEXANDER I 1 MV
Prput Superintendent

rublii thin
(1t lit e PriNrain

ti uluution and Reseur
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Introduction

The primary purpose of Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 Rationale
and Content is to describe the skills that the Survey of Basic Skills-
Grade 6 is designed to measure. The rationale for the test content
specifications and the methods used to assess skills are discussed, and
the activities that were conducted during the test development process
are highlighted.

Use of this Document

Fhe real value of thi publication lies in its usefulness to school
personnel in interpreting California Assessment Program (CAP) test
results. Generally, when the CAP results for a school are made
available, the school personnel immediately ask, "How did we de?"
This can be answered by studying the overall scores from a numher of
perspectives; for example, by comparing them with the result fron,
earlier years, or by comparing content area to content area. However. a
more productive question might he, "How did we do in specific skill
areas, such as vocabulary?" If the scores for some skill areas are
relatively lower than others, then the question should be, "Are the
scores low enough and are the skill areas important enough to merit
special attention and review perhaps more emphasis or a change in
instructional materials or techniques?" It is k irt ua I I y impossible to
answer this question, or decide what action to take, without a dear
understanding of the skills being measured on the Surev.

This document is designed to help meet that need. [he skill area
definitions provided herein are meant to he descriptixe but not
excessively detailed.

Teaching and Testing

It is important that creative and effective teaching and learning
pi actices he employed in efforts to improve pupils' skills. The sample
test items included in this booklet are not provided for instructional
use I he skill descriptions and illustrative test items are meant to
"define" the basic skill outcomes of a good instructional program.
Comprehensie recommendations as to how those skills can best he
taught are not included because methodology involves a much larger
and more difficult question which each school principal and
intermediate grade teacher must answer on the bask of the needs of the
pupils Efforts to rake test scores by focusing too narrowly upon these
and similar items in a drill-and-practice manner is a serious misuse of
the materials, a probable waste of aluable instructional time, and
therefore a disservice to the pupils.

File ohiective multiple-choice testing format is a x and and most
efficient system for measuring pupils' understanding and competence
but it is not, of course, a substitute for good teaching I he mst I uctional
program must include as many opportunities as possible for pupils to
learn to read b reading, to write bN writing. and to hudd math
competence bN soloing problems. (-MIN then will there he a balance
between teaching and testing. one that allows each pupil to build a
foundation i)1 baste literao and academic skills

1
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Rationale

I he test deLelopment process lot the ncLL \th-gwdeC test \Las

based On tut in unar consult_ ration, tele\ amt.. to instruction and
usefulness hist. eci ellm t as made to ensure that the test LLould
reflect both the state I ra inn\ o rks and the Intel mediate curriculum
common'. taught in public schools throughout Califoi ma SecondlL,
the test L as designed to ensure that the sr.th-giade assessment
inlormahon to he reported hack to schools and districts L ould he as
useful as possible in the ulentihetion ut piogiammatiL strengths and
LLeakneses I ssentialk all test deLelopment el 1 orts can he tiaLed haLk
to these kw ()L Cri iding considerations as Is 11111stIated in the lolloL ire
discussion

Rile% ance to Frameworks and Instruction

the first step taken to insure at match bet %keen the C \I) test and
allot ma's basic skills Lutriculum Las to iceonL elle committees of

content ai ea specifilists in leading, language. and mathematics Sikh
«unmittees hate traditionalk set\ cd in an ad\ ism\ capacuL to the
kpart mew in the Li cation of the reading. language. and mathematics

assessment Irish uments I he Lontcnt area specialists ho set Led on th.
lhice aLIL ISM\ LOMInItteCS Iepreseilyd a cross seLtion ut geogtaphteal
legions and educational institutions Irons across the state the
ath ism L committees set\ ed as the I mal dcosion-makers III the test

elopment process *
the task ot test de\ elopin,:nt hi_gan ith .1 (11(1104'11 CS,1111111,01011

of the appropriate stalck sir; ohm) liank%oiks (leading.
mathematics. in I nglish language) In each Lase the flank k

[-no\ Ricci the guiding philosoplu tot the creation of test ((intent
spcLitiLations and assessment items the Lontent arca LonimittL es also
relied heailL on Content anal\ se, of eommonk used stab -adopted
sl\tit- r21,1de textbooks

I ists ol obiecti es \%ith sample item tomtits \\ ere deL eloped and
k I int d 110 pioLess.ulntln,ted In t he dialling ol pm clumnai L sets of

oinls .limb set\ ed as bluer-flints lhlougholit the
iting success

0; 1 '1 t ol in( iii inhcis se.% mi.! on these Lommutees, see \ppendis

1 M.
2

I n I chi tiai ol 1981. c school district and county in Caldorina
teemed an m Hatton host the Department to participate in the
de\ elopment of the ILL% h-grade CAP test. Approximates) 270
districts and Lounties agreed to participate in some phase of the test
de elopment process

As soon as the pi chnunar% sets of test content specifications were
dratted. copies uele mailed to those districts Inch had indicated a
%1/4 angness to re\ ie them Varticipat 1-C\ ItnACfs CIT asked to (I )
l a t e each ol the proposed skill areas in terms of the degree of emphasis
that the dist net placed on it, and (2) indicate het her or not the given
skill should he tested on the si \th-gtade CAI' test. About 700 teachers

om 152 disttlets completed the 1-0 In% 101111s. Elie ads isor
committees used the data from these held roicus to make final
decisions about the skills to he included in the CAP\ lest Content
Speciticat ions

leachers limn across the state uere then ins ned to %it: LitlestIOnS
111 aCCOld.111CC %%It 11 the specifications I he item-Lmting phase of the
test des elopment process resulted in laige pools (11 items for each of the
content areas I he item pools ucie leslessed. refined, and checked I or
Lompliance \Ant) the speLdications Fk the appropriate content-area
Lommiltees and departmental stall

I he item pools \set t 11 st1h1CdC(1 to se%eral rounds of held re lcs
and held testing inc the I st mg phase. pat t icipating teachers
LLeie asked to ealuate specific test items oh the basis ol these two
questions 111 I o LL hat degree has e Lou emphastied the skill measured
lu this item h the end of glade \'' (21 Should this item fre retained.
modified ol

0\ er 700 teachers completed these specific item reviews. These
teacher-judgment data were then used by the athisory committees,
uho eliminated or modified unac,entable items 1-his process resulted
in a test Inch has not onk releLance to common instructional
piactiecs throughout California but also to high quality educational
goals and object i es which are expressed in the state Frameworks. For
example, the emphasis ()I the reading test is on higher-level
coin pi eh elision skills: of the math test, on problem solving and real-
uorld applications: and of the language test. u ruing process skills.



sefulness of the Test

I he second mami consideration in the test de\ clopment effort \\ as
that the results he useful to school personnel in e\ Awning and
impro\ mg their instructional prow am It \\ as determined that the
results \\ mild he useful mil\ if the I ollo\\ mg cruel nt \\ en: met

I I he results must he reported in sufficient detail to permit
identification of specific strengths and \\ eak nesse. \ single score
for a content area, such as math. 111 a he helpful in judging the
o \ erall success of a math program. but it does not induate ho \\
the program can or should he Immo\ ed.

he repotting categories. or skill areas. must he dead \ described
and must cot respond to logical learning units. or strands, so that
teachers can easil\ relate performance in a green skill area to the
corresponding instructional component
I he test items themselves must he \ all& that is. the must
measure the actual skill or concept in question I he \ arieR of
potential harriers to creating \ alid test items is almost unending
Poorl \ \\ ordcd directions: mlusing item formats, poor test
la out: passage independent comprehension items (items that one
could an.\\ Cr It hollt reading the accompan \ mg passage).
difficult \ ocithular\ in the language and math seL turns, and
cultural. seq. and linguistic bras are only a le\\ of the obstacles
that must he a \ mded A number of anal\ ses \\ etc conducted to he
sate that the questions \\ ere -functioning- as intended

3

A le \\ of the steps that \\ ere taken to ensure the usefulness of the test
findings are described helm

I he test \\ as designed to produce the greatest amount of program
diagnostic information possible to report to districts and schools \
total of 143 reporting or skill areas \\ ere designated ( 501or instt h. 54
for reading. and 39 lor \\ rotten language) Most schools \\ill reeme
scores for each of these categories and a total score for each content
area
('are \\ as taken to ensure that categories coot ,pond to logical
learning units t \ picai of e\ cr\ day instructional practices so that the
test \\ould elearl reflect the impact of good teaching For csample.
instead of reporting mil\ a score for major compichension skills
(literal. inferential. etc ). these broad areas \\ ere broken ,rito speed is
elements corresponding to R meal strands in most reading tests
(such as details. main ideas, cause and effect. et. ) I his should
enable teachers to better pinpoint and address specific \\ eak nesse.

17 3

(suc h as cause and el feu questions \\ ithin inferential compiehen-
sloth anal \ /mg Lhameteis \whin inter pieti \c compicherption,
detecting author's puipose \\ Inn Li meal applicati\ e
compiehension). \\ hereas attempting to address all of inferential
comprehension. for example. might he as o \ \\ helming as it is

nehulous
Ihr \ mahulat \ and s\ ma\ of all directions on the test \\ ere
simplified as much as possible and .hocked lot commumeabilit \ rn a
wide \ alto \ of settings Mort:MCI. the directions On most of the
language items \\ etc designed to he read aloud h\ the teacher to
enstue douhl \ against an\ confounding effect from directions tired
nom \\ itching \ from one format and skill to another
Item tom mats \\ etc Laref ull \ selected to ensure congruence \\ ith the
actual skill being assessed I or example. the language item formats
v ere designed to simulate \\ ritten production \\ 'thin the contest of a
multiple-choice tomtit On most language questions pupils are
asked to select the missing letter. \\ ord. or sentence for a blank m a
\\ ord. sentence, or paragraph
On th; spelling items. pupils arc asked to write the word on their

booklets and then to select the missing letters needed for a blank m
the \\ old \gam, the purpose of this format is to simulate actual
production and to a \ md presenting child' en \\ ith misspelled \\ ord.
\ an \ of I cad:11111a corker Ils 1as addressed on Cf section of

t he '.stir \ e \ Mat in and \\ tuten language items \\ etc carclull
monitored to keep the reading WI ficult\ as lo \\ as possible

efforts \\ ere taken to ensure that the test items would
act \ measure the intended learning. For esample, departmental
stall tcochers, and other re\ ie\\ cr. caielull\ checked the reading
Lompiehension items to he sure that none could he an.\\ cred
\\ horn the pupils' reading the accompan \ mg test passage I hose
items so nected of passage mderendence \\ ere then excluded
,e\cial steps taken to eliminate linguistic. seq. and cultural biases

\\ ere dnectl \ related to the goal of ensuring that the test \\ ould
measure mil\ the intended learning outcomes I hese steps included
( I I a ,cries of ic\ \\ s b\ linguists and lepresentatn es of
ethnic nynontio,, and (2) a sci (Om \ of several statistical indeses
designed to facilitate identification of bias \\ Inch might he

introduced result of CHUM% se'. Imgutstic. or socioeconomic
at ahles

I he (tistraitors \\ ere \\ linen so that pupils \\ mild \ e a fair
oppoi num \ to demonstrate t heir k no \\ ledge of skills \\ 'Mout heing
misled h\ "trick \ alternati\ es

iv



Description of the Test

The Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 consists of 1,240 items covering
the skill areas described in this publication. The test includes 418
reading items, 342 written language items, and 480 mathematics items.
Under the matrix sampling technique, each pupil takes only a small
portion of this comprehensive test.

The Survey has been divided into 40 unique forms. Each pupil
takes one form made up of 9 written language items, 12 mathematics
items, and 10 reading items Each test foal.' contains items from all
major skill areas, and a balance is maintained between easy and
difficult items.

The language questions appear first in the test booklets since the
directions for the first 6 are administered orally. Pupils work on their
own on the remaining test items. Each form includes only one reading
passage, and all of the reading questions are derived from this
selection. In this way, pupils are never asked to deal with reading skills
apart from the context of a passage. The reading passages fall into
three categories: literature, science, and social studies.

4



Reading
The reading section of the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 contains

questions from six broad skill areas: (1) vocabulary; (2) literal
comprehension; (3) inferential comprehension; (4) interpretive
comprehension; (5) critical/ applicative comprehension; and (6) study-
locational skills. (For an overview of all skill areas to be reported at the
local level, see the outline of reading skills in the box on page 7 .) These
skill areas reflect the emphases in the Reading Framework for
California Public Schools, Handbook for Planning an Effective
Reading Program, and state-adopted reading textbooks commonly
used at the sixth-grade level.

Decisions about the relative emphasis and breadth of content for
each of these skill areas were made by the Reading Assessment
Advisory Committee, a group of reading specialists representing a
cross section of geographical regions, educational institutions.
instructional levels, and professional groups throughout California. In
making these decisions, the committee members considered
information fro Ti field reviews of preliminary test content
specifications. Tne results indicated the degree of emphasis placed on
each skill area and whether or not the skill should be assessed on the
Survey. These field reviews reflected district, school, and teacher
points of view.

After careful consideration of the reading framework and field
review information, the reading committee decided that the area of
comprehension should receive the greatest emphasis in the reading
section of the Survey.This decision was also consistent with the state-
adopted Handbook for Planning an Effective Reading Program,
which includes the following statement: "Comprehension is the central
goal of reading" (page 7). Thus, approximately 80 percent of the
reading questions are comprehension items.

The major features of the reading section of the Sur% e), of Basic
Skills: Grade 6 are highlighted below:

The new reading test reflects the new Reading Framework for
California Public Schools which emphasizes comprehension
development, higher level thinking, reading in the content areas,
and promotion of positive attitudes toward reading in order to
establish a lifelong desire to read.

Content area reporting is a brand new feature of the revised
Survey. Comprehension and vocabulary scores will be reported for
science, social studies. and literature. In most cases. literal,
inferential, interpretive, and critical applicative comprehension
scores as well as vocabulary scores will he reported for the
literature, science and social stuuies passages. (For exact details
regarding the content area reporting. see the list of reading skill
areas on page 7.)

The vocabulary items test ( I) understanding of prefixes. roots, and
suffixes, (2) recognition of word meanings, and (3) the ability to use
context to select the appropriate meaning of a word with multiple
meanings (such as "saw" or "cold"). All vocabulary items are based
on words which are used and underlined in the test passage. This
formatting feature was used to ( I) enable children to use the
context of a story in answering these questions; and (2) avoid
fragmenting and isolating these skills rrom context. This approach
reflects psycholinguistic research wi eh has shown that children
are more successful in identifying words in context than in
isolation. Those items measuring recognition of word meanings
were designed to assess general and content area vocabulary
knowledge independent of the passage; however, the student is
encouraged to use context as it may very well be of some help in
retrieving the meaning. (Graded content al ea v ocahulary lists were
used in conjunction with the science and social studies

Frameworks_ in selecting final x ocabulary items.)

While context clues might he helpful with the word items. they
must he used on the multiple meaning items, or students are likely
to select an out-of-context answer.

The comprehension items cover a wide variety of specific skills.
These skills were defined in precise and objectively describable
terms so that the items would he the purest possible measure of
each skill area. This concern with precision is perhaps best
illustrated by the literal detail questions. which involve identifying
details from a single sentence within a passage or from two or three
sentences within a passage. Classifying the detail questions in this
manner was, thus. an objectively definable process directly
amenable to public inspection.



All reading passages on the test were carefully controlled so as to
cover an appropriate range of readability. Readability was also the
primary consideration in the selection of size, color, and style of
print; amount of blank space; and color of paper.

In the comprehension items the actual language of the passage was
used as much as possible. Where this was not possible, words equal
to or below the readability level of the passage were used. This was

6

done to ensure that the degree of reading difficulty of tile items
would be consistent with that of the passage.

Study locational skills have been expanded to include the
following: parts of a book, reference materials, and maps, graphs
and charts.

Attitudes toward reading will be assessed from time to time to tap
this important dimension stressed in the Framework.



Skill Areas in Reading

I. Vocabulary
A. Prefixes, roots and suffixes
B. Word meanings
C. Using context with multiple-meaning words

11. Comprehension
A. Literal

I. Details
a. from a single sentence
b. from two or three sentences

2. Pronoun references
3. Sequence

B. Inferential
I. Main ideas
2. Cause and effect
3. Following organization
4. Putting information together
5. Predicting outcomes
6. Making comparisons and contrasts
7. Drawing conclusions from details
8. Drawing conclusions from overall meaning

C. Interpretive
I. Analyzing character
2. Identifying setting
3. Summarizing plot
4. Understanding dialogue
5. Sensing mood
6. Understanding figurative language

D. Critical/applicative
I. Detecting author and author's attitude
2. Detecting author's purpose
3. Separating fact from opinion
4. Applications to a different cc ritext

III. Study-Locational Skills
A. Reference materials and parts of a book
B. Maps, graphs and charts

Reading in the Content Areas

I. Vocabulary B. Word Meanings
A. General
B. In science
C. In social studies

II. Comprehension of Literature Passages
A. Literal
B. Inferential
C. Interpretive
D. Critical/applicative

III. Comprehension of Science Passages
A. Literal
B. Inferential
C. Critical/applicative

IV. Comprehension of Social Studies Passages
A. Literal
B. Inferential
C. Interpretive
D. Critical/ applicative

7 2 11A



Reading in the Content Areas

"Lai It I omem area sublet.' proems unique problems for the reader If
students are to «nprehend the materials used in a content area
subject, Met must learn the vocabulary (,I that subject. Other problem
areas involve the concept density. information load, and the level of
abstraction of the information presented In science the concepts mat
be veil onerete, but the information load and concept densitt. in the
material mat he vert heavy. In social .science subjects the concepts are
more abstract with van Mg information loads aml concept densities,

"The students who learn to enerah:e, to make judgments, to use
problem solving let lunques, and to reach conclusions hare much
ifreater assurance of experiencing success in the content areas' than
those it ho have not learned those shills "11

CI
OW J

As explained in the introduction on page one, the reading section
of the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 was developed around
representative passages drawn from science, social studies, and
literature found in typical textbooks, and everyday instructional
materials. These will provide school- and district-level breakouts in
vocabulary and the major comprehension skills for each of the content
areas, as shown on page seven.

Passages A, B, and C are illustrative of the passages included in the
Survey. All items, with the exception of the study-locational skills, are
passage-derived. (See the description of the test on page four.)

PASSAGE A illustrative story

l'he beasts and birds of the dark woods were gathered around an old boot. They had come
to find out what it was.

"Fhere is no doubt about it," stud the lion, pointing to the outside It is the shell of some
kind of nut."

"Not at all," replied the wolf, putting his paw inside. It is a nest. Here is a deep hole for the
bird to go in and be safe with her eggs and voung ones."

"No," said the hear, holding up a lace. "I his is the long root of some plant."
"I can tell you what it is," hooted the wise old owl from a nearby tree. "It is a man's hoot."
"What is a man?" cried the beasts and birth. "What is a boot'' "'
"A man, said the owl, "is a thing with two legs who can make himself go faster than we

can, and he can fly without 1%, ings."
That can't he true," said the beasts. "How can anything with two legs go taster than we can

with four''"
It can't be true. Nothing without wings can fl," the birds added angrily.

"Wen," the owl continued, they make things like this and put them on their feet
"Shame, shame," cried all the beasts and birds. No one wears things on their feet. It's not

true You are not fn. to live with us."
So they chased the poor old owl out of the woods and never let him come hack.

"Reading Framework, 1980, p. 15.
8

r.



PASS 1(il B lustrame science passage

Some kinds of hsh need to he cleaned of the parasites that
teed on them It the parasites sta on the 1,sh, sores can lorm,

In the Paci tic Ocean are small definer lsh called rasses. I he

rasses get their food ht reming parasites from the head and
gills of other fish Mark, large and dangerous fish Lome to them to
he cleaned

fo get customers, a rasse usual sets up business near a
buss spot Its cleaning station nifty he a rock or patch of hue
sand When another fish sumsnear the station, the Arasse does a
kind of dance to catch the fish's attention II the lish ants to he
cleaned, it holds quite still

Sometimes a large group of fish ait to he cleaned at a
rassifs cleaning station In the group are mans different kinds of

fish, such as racks, parrotlish, eels. bass, or sunfish
A rasse uses its teeth and links to remoe the parasites from

the customers hod I he rasse ma ant to clean under the
customer's tin It gees the other fish a gentle push and the
customer lifts it lin. It the passe ants the customer to ()pen its
mouth, it pokes beecn the lish's teeth and lips

9

I' 1S' \GI C illustrate social studies passage

In MO.., Micestern stagecoach compark let people kno
about an e\eitng Ili plan Incli ould affect ow entire count
I he compatk planned a taster mail serNice to Calorma the
In I \pies., Inch N 011 Id dells cr the mail in ten thus or less

Strong dung men ere the riders Buffalo Bill as one of the
lamous ones I hese men had to hake con rage 1-(.1 da they
faced maw kinds ()I da ITC! I 11 had been told. -Remember. ou
tra%el alone and the countr is tld and tugged. You ma he cold.
hungr. et and tired. but sou must go on! I he mail must go
through!" And It did go through!

(her the saddle of the Pont Npress horses as hung a
leatho blanket or -1110611a In the lour pockets of \keit: the
tissue-thin letters I i e dollars as the usual price I or sending a
letter

I he route cut directk across from Missouri to Sacramento
Lich rider rode nonstop for about a hundred miles, and then a
tI Kier took o Cr I he horses used ere chosen for speed and
ere changed in cr ten miles Quickk the mail as thrm n oer
the saddle of the tresh horse, much like a relit\ race Horses v( ere
saddled and reach to go at ter station. With a leap, the rider fis
in the saddle and oll like the kind!

r).;;,)
# La



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6

SAW Area and Rationale

Number
of

Item'. Description of SAW Area Illustrative Test Question

I. Vocabulary

"Since reading Ls comprehending,
words used to convey a message
must have meaning for the reader.
Consequently, helping students to
develop a functional vocabular
must he an integral part of the
reading program.. .

". . Every subject area has a
vocabulary of its own, and the
extent to It hich vocabulary is
mastered affects the reader's
ability to Bran meaning from the
content. Smularlt, the vocabulary
level of reading material will affect
the Ilevibilitt and rate of reading.
As the reader bet mies inreasngli
aware of the power of words to
influence and persuade. he or she
will he able to read it.cire criticallt
and analt want '"

A. Prefixes, roots, and
suffixes

I-) i
Ow IL;

70

16

The student will recognize word meanings
in context (including content area
vocabulary in science and social studies);
will select the appropriate meaning of
multiple-meaning words from the context
of a passage; and will recognize the
meanings of affixes and roots in the
context of a passage.

I he student will identifs the meaning of a
prefix, root, of suffix of a word which is
used and underlined in a passage.

See examples for each specific reporting
category.

In the word nonstop, the non makes the
IA of d mean

o without stopping.
o after stopping.
o outside the stop.
o over the stop.

0(11)

'Reading Framework for California Public Schools. (Sacramento California State Department of Fducation, 1980) p. 10.

10

(See Passage C.)



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

B. Recognizing word
meanings

C. Using context with
multiple-meaning words

Number
of

hems

37

17

Description of Shill Area illustrative Test Question

The student will identify the meanings of
words which are used and underlined in a
passage.

The student will demonstrate knowledge
of particular worth which are used and
underlined in a literary, science, or social
studies passage. While the student is
encouraged to make use of context, these
items were developed to test knowledge of
word meanings independent of the
material in the passage.

The student will use the context of a
passage to identify the meaning'of a
multiple-meaning word which is used and
underlined in a passage. Because these are
multiple-meaning words, the student must
use the context of the passage in order to
avoid selecting an out-of-context meaning
for the word.

11

In this passage, parasites means

o friends who stop to chat.
o many different kinds of fish.
o fish that eat smaller fish.
o animals that live on another animal.

(See passage B.)

In this story, nut means

o a seed enclosed in a shell.
o a funny person.
o a metal piece fitted on a bolt.
o a crtuy animal.

(See passage A.)



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skiiis: Grade 6 (Continued)

SAill Area and Rai:crdle

Vtonher
of

Items Deceriptron of SAill Area Illustrative Test Question

11. Comprehension

"( omprehension is the vert heart
01 file reading act: to read is to
comprehend -flu' mere promm-
I union 01 it ords it idiom the
at iompanting comprehesum of
their Message doe.% 1101 comlillite
reading I pronart goal 01 the
feather. therefore. it to help
students understand that reading
should maAe sense in the tunic
11(11 that SPllAwi,, does

"(onnueliension is an ac five
mental process Readers bring
their oit ii c out eins, tot abularies.
interests, eperiemes, and
language «unpeteneies to the
'united page In lielinng readers
improve reading comprehension,
the elle( me 'eat her I all (1 ) build
on the oral language of the
students to provide readiness for
the tet, (2) reinforc'e, etencl, and
des clop c ont epts net essart 101
understanding matelial to be read.
(3) relate the content to the lives
and eperiem es of the students,
(.1) encourage students to set a
purpose for leading. (5) promote
at me reasomlig before, during
and alter the reading, and (6)
//on ule opportunities for the
leader to rya( I to the information
wad and (47)11 it in 0 variett of
situations

=Reading Framework, p. I I

r) ..)
al %.!

330 1 he student will respond to a wide variety
of questions which cover the following
range of levels literal, inferential.
interpretive, and critical applicative.

12

See examples for each specific reporting
category.



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

A. Literal

"Literal: Reading 'on the lines,'
responding to information
explicitly stated in the text."3

"Students should be encouraged
always to seek meaning when they
are reading. Current research
reveals that poor readers tend to
pay too much attention to the
mechanics of reading and, thus,
fail to focus on deriving meaning
or understanding ideas. Therefore,
instructors should avoid
overemphasizing decoding and
isolated skills to the neglect of
comprehesion; rather, they should
ensure that students develop the
habit and skill of reading for
meaning from their first reading
experiences. Many poor readers
simply do not know that reading
should make sense in the same
way that listening does. When
learners are trained from the
beginning to read foe meaning,
they can keep the mechanic's of
reading in perspective and use
them efficiently. ""

62

3Reading Framework, 1980, p. 1 I.

4Handbook for Planning an Effective Readin
1979) p. 8.

The student will identify details stated in
one, two, or three sentences, recognize
antecedents of pronouns, and answer
questions concerning the order of events
or elements in a passage.

See examples for each specific reporting
category.

Pro ram (Sacramento: California State Department of Education,

13



Skill Areas Assess% , . ,eading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items Description of SAW Area Illustrative Test Question

I. Details

a. From a single sentence

b. From two or three
sentences

2. Pronoun references

3. Sequence

4- ) ...,

t-1 I

3;

14

17

16

15

The student will identify the verbatim
answer to a question which is derive'
entirely from a single sentence within a
passage.

The student will identify the verbatim
answer to a question which is derived
from putting together two or three
sentences within a passage.

The student wiii answer a question which
involves identifying the antecedent of a
pronoun

The student will answer a question which
involves identifying The sequence of
events, facts, or other elements in a
passage.

14

Where are the small cleaner fish?

O in the Atlantic Ocean
O in rivers and streams
o in lakes and ponds
O in the Pacific Ocean

(See passage B.)

What was the exciting new plan?

) a new stagecoach company
O a relay race
o a faster mail service
O a hundred-mile race

(See passage C.)

Who chased the owl out of the woods?

O a man with a boot
O the other owls
O the beasts and birds
O a thing with two legs

(See passage A.)

Which of ti,,se does the wrasse do first?

O sets u business near a busy spot
o does a kind of dance to catch a fish's

attention
O uses its teeth and jaws to remove

parasites
O gives the other fish a gentle push

(See passage B )

CO c
Vl ...0



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and l'ationale

Number
of

Items Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

B. Inferential

Inferential: Reading "between
the lines," responding with ideas
or opinions based on the
material read but not stated
expliitli in the text.

The 'idlest comprehension
requires rising above the literal
to the inferential, that is, to
induction, deduction, analogy,
and other logical processes. It
also invites individualistic,
imaginative elaborations based
on what the writer ha.s
suggested. These sets of
competencies are .sometimes
called "thinking skills."
Although these competencies
are not unique to the reading
process, they are essential to
success in reading.

1 Main ideas

127

16

[he student will identify main ideas,
associate cause and effect, follow
organisation, put information together,
predict outcomes, make comparisons and
contrasts, and draw conclusions from
details and overall meaning.

The student will discriminate between the
topic of a passage and lesser details within
the passage, or will recognise a
paraphrase of the gist of the passage.

'Framework in Reading for the Elementary and Secondary Schools of California
(Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1973) p. 43.

15

See examples for each specific reporting
categor.

The main idea of this passage is that

o the wrasse is a fish which keeps other
fish free of sores by cleaning them of
parasites.

o a wrasse's cleaning station can be
many things.

o the Pacific Ocean has many kinds of
fish.

o the wrasse is a parasite which feeds
off of other fish, causing sores to
form.

(See passage B.)

4 t )



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

2. Cause and effect

3. Following organization

4. Putting information
together

4 1
'1 A

15

16

15

The student will associate a cause with an
effect. The student will either infer a
casual relationship from stated events in a
passage, or infer the cause of an effect or
an effect of a cause.

The student will select a topic of detail to
complete an outline written according tr,
the organization of a paragraph or test
passage.

The student will arrive at a conclusion
which is inferred by putting together two
other pieces of information, usually stated
in different parts of the passage.

16

Why does the wrasse remove parasites
from other fish?

o to clean them
o in order to get food
o to free them from sores
o to do a dance

(See passage B.)

The following outline is based on the
entire passage. Which point is needed to
complete the missing part?

I. Wrasses
A. How wrasses get their food
B.
C. Different kinds of customers

o Different kinds of parasites
o How wrasses get customers
o Sores on a fish
o The Pacific Ocean

(See passage B.)

You can conclude from the passage that
the wrasse probably

o will attack the fins of a parrotfish to
kill it.

o cleans around the mouth and teeth
of large, dangerous fish.

o dances on land with its fins.
o will die if eels do not clean it.

(See passage B.)

A r)



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

5. Predicting outcomes

6. Making comparisons
and contrasts

7. Drawing conclusions
from details

')

18

17

16

The student will predict an outcome
which is a logical extension of the
material presented in the passage.
Sometimes these items project the student
into the setting and ask him or her to
predict what would have been observed in
the situation. Some items ask the student
to predict what would probably have
happened had certain conditions,
mentioned in the passage, been changed.

The student will compare or contrast
elements within a passage to other
elements within the passage; or to
elements outside the passage (but within
the range of everyday experiences of most
sixth graders).

The student will draw a conclusion from
one or more details presented in a
passage.

17

What do you think would usually happen
when the rider reached Sacramento'?

O He would go to New York.
O He would eat and rest.
O He would brand horses.
O He would meet Buffalo Bill.

(See passage C.)

The "mochila" used by the Pony Express
rider can best be compared to the

O sleeping bag used by the camper.
O sandpapaer used by the carpenter.
O mail pouch used by the mail carrier.
O pen used to write a letter.

(See passage C.)

You can conclude from the passage that

O someone at each station prepared a
fresh horse for the rider

O Buffalo Bill was bored by the Pony
Express.

O the worst danger was from the cold.
O few people ever heard about the

Pony Express.
(See passage C.)



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

8. Drawing conclusions
from overall
meaning

4

14 The student will draw a conclusion or
"moral" from the overall meaning of a
story or nonfiction passage.

18

One conclusion to be drawn from this
story is that

o the lion is truly the "K.'.ng of the
Jungle."

o new ideas are not easily accepted.
o flying is not possible without wings.
o truth is always quickly recognized.

(See passage A.)



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading,. Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

C. Interpretive

"Interpretive: Reading 'between
the lines,' responding with ideas
or opinions based on the material
read but not .stated explicitly in
text. "6

"Awareness of various levels of
comprehension is of iarticular
importance as the teacher
formulates both oral and
written questions. Classroom
instruction histoeically has
emphasced student repon.ses at
the literal level. While this level
provides the foundation for
comprehension at higher levels,
attempts should be made to
expose students to activities 'nd
questions that "stretch their
thinking." Research indicates
that the kinds of questions
teachers ask and the way in
which they ask them can
influence student thought
processing. Teachers who
incorporate a variety of
questions before and after the
reading experience are actively
involved in promoting thought
and comprehension."'

6Reading Framework, 1980, p. 11.
'Reading Framework, 1980, pp. 11-12

A **4'4 I

18 The student will analyze characters, infer
setting, summarize plot, understand
dialogue, sense mood, and interpret
figurative language. Some of these skills
(such as inferring setting and summarizing
plot) apply exclusively to the literary
passages. Items assessing character
analysis, dialogue, mood, and figurative
language do occur in several social studies
passages.

19

See examples for each specific reporting
category.



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

I. Analyzing characters

2 Understanding setting

3. Summart/ing plot

A Ii
4 ,,J

18

12

13

The student will identify character traits,
probe motivations underlying the actions
of characters, and draw conclusions about
the feelings of characters based upon the
information in a passage.

The student will identify and interpret the
time and or place of a particular story or
event presented in a test passage.

The student will select the statement that
summaries the events of a story or poem.

20

The beasts and birds can best be described
as

o proud and closed-minded.
o understanding and wise.
o sleepy and lazy.
o thrifty and hard-working.

(See passage A.)

You can tell that this story took place

o in a city park.
o at a /oo.
o in a forest.
o near a boot factory.

(See passage A.)

Which of the following best states what
happened m the story?

o The animals met to find out what a
hoot was and chased away the owl
who told them the truth.

o The animals of the dark woods stole
a hoot to punish a man who entered
their forest

o The animals held a meeting to decide
how to find more eggs and nuts.

o The animals chased a man out of the
forest by frightening him with a
boot.

5( )

(See passage A.)



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Ski ll Area and Rationale

.Voinher
of

Items Description of Ski ll Area Illustrative Test Question

4. Understanding
dialogue

5. Sensing mood

6 Understanding_
figurative language

51

12

12

12

I he student will identify the message of
quoted dialogue, the speaker of the
quoted material, and or the listener to
whom it was directed

The student will recognize the mood of an
entire passage or of parts of a passage
(such as the beginning or ending).

The student will identify the meaning of a
metaphor, simile, idiom, or other image
or figure of speech used in a passage,
story,or poem

21

You can tell that the wolf thought that

o the lace could be used in making a
nest.

o the leg of the boot was the deep hole
of a nest

o the bird's eggs could go on top of the
boot.

o the birds could put the boot up in a
tree.

(See passage A.)

At the beginning of this story, the mood
is one of

o disappointment and sorrow.
o curiosity and excitement.
o fear and suspense.
o thankfulness and joy.

(See passage A.)

The author's choice of the words "sets up
business' and "cleaning station" are used
to show that

o the wrasse's means of getting food is
almost like a business service.

o wrasse fishing is big business.
o all fish set up stations
o the wrasse enjoys ..:aning itself in

the water.
(See passage B.)



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Numher

Items Description of Shill Area Illustrative Test Question

D. Critical applicatise
comprehension

Cruic al/ Applicative:
"Reading 'beyond the lines,
investigating, evaluating, and
integrating the information and
ideas with one's own experience
and / or applying it in a new
context."8

"Critical evaluation IA also an
essential component of
comprehension. In a sense,
students need to learn to
conduct dialogues with the
author. They should agree,
disagree, support, and qualify as
they read. In exposinot, 'her
should not, gaps m information
or logic, and in literature that
.should observe failures in
motivation or crechbilitt. They
should make Imaginative and
logical inferences. They are
encouraged to use their
gathering store as c critical
reference resource to bring to
each new reading the
undertake. "9

"Reading Framework, 1980, p. 11.

9Framework in Reading, 1973, pp. 43-44.

53

62 I he student xill detect the author.
author's attitude. author's purpose.
separate tact hum opinion. and appls
mlormation and Insights hom the passage
to another contest

22

See specific reporting categories for
esamples

F. I



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

NIMIber
of

Items Devrimion of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

1 Detecting author, and
author's attitude

2. Detecting author's
purpose

12

19

The student will I) draw conclusions
about the characteristics of the author
from clues within the material or 2)
identify the author's attitude toward
something or someone in the passage.

Fhe student will identify the author's
purpose in writing the passage, `tor }. or
poem (such as to inform, persuade, teach,
etc.)

23

I he author's attitude toward the Pony
Ixpiess riders can best he described as
one of

O confusion
O amusement
O orNhip.
0. admiration

(See passage C'

You can tell from the first sentence the
author was probabk

O a mailman.
O an American.
O a name of Puerto Rico
O a friend of Buffalo Bilk

(See passage C.)

I he author's purpose in writing this
passage is to

O inform the reader
O amuse the reader
O ad cruse a pi oduct
O teach a moral

(See passage A )



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

3. Separating fact from
opinion

4 Applications to a
different context

16

15

The student will recognize it passages
consist mostly of facts or opinions: or if a
particular statement is an example of a
fact or opinion.

The student will apply information.
inference, or insight to a different content.
The questions require that a context other
thin that described in the passage is
presented in the item stem

24

Which of the following is an example of
an opinion?

o "In 1860, a midwestern stagecoach
company let people know about an
exciting new plan."

o "The mail must go through."
o "The route cut directly across from

Missouri to Sacramento."
o "Each rider rode nonstop for about

100 miles."
(See passage C.)

If you had lived in Missouri in 1855 and
had posted a letter to Sacramento. you
can tell that it would have taken

o loiger than 10 days.
o 10 days.
o 5 days.
o less than 9 days

(See passage C.)



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Vamber
of

hems Description o/ SA4I Area Illustrative Test Question

III. Study-Locational Skills

".Studi sA ill, mai he defined as those
skills which are used st hen the
student intends to tlo something
it ith the content of primed materials
other than sunph read it For
evample, the reutici mat b seeking
informaiton to use in ts ruing a
report

"foundations are laid in the priman
grades for the use of snub skills
si hen students learn to alphaben:e
and find a ston in the table t)I
«mtents The shills are expanded to
meet nest needs as students progress
through s,,hool. Since cm h skills are
a means to an end acquiring,
assinnlating, and sinthesi:ing
information the' are learned
most effectively Olen filet are
applied st it hi n a meaningful
context

"Alter students leave school. . het
should he able to use stitch
lot anonal shills as the need arises in
their (hall lives "I"

"'Reading Framework, 1980, p 16

5.)

30 [he student will demonstrate knowledge
of how to find and use parts of a hook.
reference materials: and how to interpret
maps, graphs, and charts.

25



Skill Areas Assessed in Reading, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items Description of Shill Area Illustrative Test Question

A. Reference materials and
parts of a book

B. Maps, graphs, and charts

15

15

The student will demonstrate an
understanding of how to find and use (1)
parts of a book (such as title page, table
of contents, and index), and (2) reference
materials (such as dictionary, atlas,
encyclopedia, and card catalogue).

The student will demonstrate an
understanding of how to read and
interpret a variety of maps, graphs, and
charts. (Twelve of these are basic
comprehension items from the
mathematics section of the test

vir

Where would you look to find a list of all
the presidents of the United States')

o an encyclopedia
o a newspaper
o a dictionary
o an atlas

MAIL COLLECTION

Monday-Friday
Except Holidays Saturday Sunday

AM PM AM PM AM PM

10 00 Holiday

2 30

6 00

If you put a letter in this mailbox on
Sunday at 9:00 a m., it would be collected
at

o 2.30 p m Sunday.
o 2 30 p m Saturday
o 10.00 a m. Monday.
o 6 00 p m on a hohda.

")
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Written Language

The language section of the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6
contains questions from nine skill areas which are divided into two
main categories. The first is "Writing Process Skills" which deals
pritnaril, with matters of judgment in effective writing. The skills
included in this category are (I) judging student writing; (2)
paragraphs; (3) sentence combining; (4) sentence recognition; and (5)
language choices. The other category is "Supporting Skills," also a
necessary part of writing instruction, and includes the following skills.
(6) standard English usage; (7) word forms; (8) capitalisation and
punctuation; and (9) spelling. These skills reflect the goals and
objectives stated in the English Language Framework for California
Public Schools: Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve and the
Handbook for Planning an Effective Writing Program as well as the
major written language skills covered in state-adopted language
textbooks commonly used in California's sixth grade classrooms.

The relative emphasis and breadth of content covered in each of the
nine skill areas was decided on by the English Language Assessment
Advisory Committee* which is composed of language arts experts
representing a cross section of instructional levels and educational
institutions from across the state.

The committee members considered the following sources of
information during the test development process:

I. Content analyses of commonly used sixthgrade language
textbooks adopted by the State Board of Education.

2 Held reviews of skill area compilations (written at the finest level of
detail) in which teachers and curriculum specialists indicated the
degree of emphasis they assigned to each skill area.

3. Rev iews in which teachers judged each language item as to the
degree of instructional emphasis placed on that particular skill and
whether the item should he retained, modified, or omitted.

Special features of the language section of the Survey are
highlighted below:

A new skill arca receiv ing considerable emphasis is judging ,.*udent
writing. Samples of student writing, which have been corrected for
all mechanical errors, are presented with a multiple choice question

pertaining to the writing sample. Students are asked to identify
particular strengths such as: recognising effective use of detail,
paragraphs in which all sentences support the topic sentence, and
letters which successfully communicate a message to a given
audience. Students may also be asked to identify weaknesses such
as: recogniiing repetitious statements, paragraphs which drift
away from the topic, essays with many short, choppy sentences,
persuasive letters which fail to present convincing arguments, and
essays which lack a strong introduction or conclusion.

Paragraph items require students to choose a sentence for a blank
in a paragraph which will make seise in the context of the
paragraph. These items include topic sentences, relevant details,
sequential elements, elements from an outline, and verbs or
pronouns which are consistent grammatically with the rest of the
paragraph.

Sentence combining items require students to form effective
sentences from a set of simple sentences. These include ( I) simple
sentences with modification and interrupters (such as appositives);
(2) compound sentences or sentences with compound parts; and (3)
complex sentences. Another group of items requires students to
use conjunctions correctly by ( I ) choosing a sentence which follows
logically from a given statement and underlined conjunction (e.g., I
like cake, but ), and (2) choosing the correct
conjunction for the sentence (such as, I like cake, I don't
like pies.).

Sentence recognition items require students to form a complete
sentence by supplying a needed subject or verb, and to discriminate
between complete sentences, run-ons, and fragments.

Language choice items assess the student's ability to ( I) select
specific words or sentences which provide the most detailed or
exact information (for example, the word "apple" is more specific
or exact than "fruit" or "food"), (2) words which appeal to a given
sense (e g "burring" or "screeching" with the sense of sound); and
(3) words which will achieve a particualr tone or feeling (e.g.,
"stingy" is associated with a more negative feeling than "thrifty").

*See Appendix for a list of the members of the English Language Assessment Advisory Committer.

9,
4,"
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The standard English usage items require students to use irregular
verbs, pronouns, and noun determiners correctly to achieve
subject-verb agreement and to avoid double negatives in sentences.

Word form items assess the student's ability to use words with
suffixes, irregular noun plurals (for example, "g_ese," "children,"
and "shelves"), and contractions correctly.

Punctuation and capita ization items require the student to use
periods, question marks, commas, apostrophes, and quotation
marks correctly, and to select words (such as names, places, and
holidays) which are correctly capitalized.

The spelling items require students to write the word out directly
on their test booklets, and then select the missite letters in the
partially written word. The purpose of this format is to simulate
actual spelling production as much as possible and to avoid
presenting children with misspelled words. Most of the spelling
items assess students' knowledge of words which follow
predictable and generalizable spelling patterns. The spelling
content area was deliberately organized in this way to reflect sound
instructional practices in the area of spelling (as is stated in the
Fnglish Language Framework).

28

In most cases, the language items were written to simulate actual
production of written language as much as possible within the
restrictions of a multiple-choice testing format. Consequently,
many of the language items require pupils to choose needed letters,
words, or sentences for a blank in a word, sentence, or paragraph
rather than tc identify errors.

I he directions for almost all of the language items are read aloud
by the teacher so as to minimize any possible interference from

ritten directions.

I he sentences used to provide necessary context in the language
items were written with a carefully controlled vocabulary so as to
minimize any possible interference from reading difficulty. Most of
the words used in the language items were designated at or below
the fourth-grade level on a graded vocabulary list.

I he written language section of the Survey_ will assess 38 skill areas
so that instructionally relevant areas of strength and weakness can
he identified for a school. A list of these skill areas is shown helow.
1n :nlustrated description of each skill area, accompanied by the
underlying educational rationale, is presented on the following
pages



Skill Areas in Written Language

I. Writing Process Skills

A Judging student writing

B Paragraphs

I. Topic sentences
2 Details and sequence
3. Outlines for organ ration
4 Consistency of verb tense and pronoun usage

C. Sentence combining

I. Simple sentences with modification
2 Compound sentences and sentence parts
3. Complex sentences
4 Conjunctions

D. Sentence recognition

I. Supplying subjects
2. Supplying predicates
3 Forming complete sentences

F. Language choices

I. Sensory words
2. Specific words and sentences
3. Achieving tone through word choices

VP,

II. Supporting Skills

A. Standard English usage

I. Irregular xerbs
2 ''ronouns
3 Suhject-xerb agreement
4 Noun determiners
5. Double negatixes

B Word forms

I. Suffixes
2. Irregular noun plurals
3. Contractions

C. Spelling

I Predictable words
2. Words with suffixes
3 Demons
4. Homophones

I). Caali/ation and punctuation

I. Carman/awn
2 Punctuation

29



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Conilnued)

Skill Area and Rationale

I. %I riting Process Skills

. a teacher Huh a planned
program assistsstudents m (I)
finding out till° 'het are and it hat
diet stand for (IR e). (2)
«mununicat mg it it h various It /)et
of people (amhen«'). (3) having
something to tar («intent). (4)
giving shape to ideas (10(m): (5)
developing an indmidualistu

( (MI/MUM Win ideas le).
and (6) gaining att tit ends s of
strengths and +teal nesses iii
(omPosing (sell-et aluat ton) "1

\ uniher

Item

182

Desiripnon 01 Shill Area Illustrative Test Qutstion

the student will identify strengths and
weaknesses in student writing. select
sentences or words needed to maintain the
Integra) of a paragraph, combine
sentences effectively, use conjunctions
meaningful!), recognise complete
sentences, and make word choices
appropriate to a giN en context

'English I anguage Framework for California Schools iSactamento

See exaiv.ples for each specific reporting
category.

('ahlorma State Department of Education, 1976) p. 29.

30
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Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Shill ,Irea and Rationale

A. Judging student writing

"For man; teachers and students,
the ssord revise means 'proofread,
edit, and cop it over in ink.' A
true revision, however, involves a
process during which a striter
'reset's' and 'rethinks' a piece of his
or her writing many tunes selnle
ts ruing and rereading it, $vith
special emphasis on how
tile( melt' the sirmen material
communicates his or her intent to
the audience.

Number
of

Items

22

flescription ol Area Illustrative Test Question

the student will ident0 a particular
strength (such as imaginate ideas and
content. effecto,e use of concrete details,
successful communication of a message to
a given audience), or weakness (such as
drifting off the topic. using short. chopp
sentences. repeating statement,, and
excluding necessary introductions and
conclusions) to a sample of student
writing which has been corrected for
mechanical errors

Read the student letter, and answer the
question below

Dear tfr Vega,

I think the tidal pools svoulcl he a lun
place 10 go for the Nib ,Lfraders. It would
be veil Interesting and inn Please
wiisuler this request careltillv

}ours trial,
Pat Jones

Suppose our friend lust wrote this letter
What advice would help her make it more
convincing to the principal''

O Indent "Dear Mr. Vega."
O Add Mr. Vega's address rn the upper

right-hand corner of the letter.
O Mention the dangers of going to the

tidal pools
O Add examples of what could he

learned by going.

2Handbook for Planning an Effective Writing Program (Sacramento California State Department I ducation. I9X2) pp 15-1.
14f 4
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Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

SAW -irea and Rationale

N11111her

of
!ferny Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

B. Paragraphs

"The broadest goals of composing
are helping students to develop
1 ell- assur an c e in «mununuanon.
to deselop language prolicienct.
and to 1 frmlure a segment of
experience 11110 an aesthetically
coherent t hole. -3

I I opic sentences

40

10

'English LanguagiEJamework, 1976, p. 29.
,:

The student will select (I) a topic
sentence, (2) supporting element. (3)
element from an outline, (4) verb, or (5)
pronoun needed for a blank in a
paragraph.

The student will select a topic sentence for
a blank at the begining or end of the
paragraph.

32

See examples for each specific reporting
category.

Choose the sentence which is the best
topic sentence (main idea) for the
paragraph.

ou .should
in to sun aay from trees and telephotw
vires Vtlienever the siring gets loose. roll
11 in 1111111 you've tufhtened 11. When you
feel the Any pulling away front you. give 11
more string a little at a tune The lude
tricA is to give 11 evactl the right amount
of string w all Ilinens

o It is so much fun to make a kite.
o When you're flying a kite, there are

several things you should keep in
mind.

o It is so much fun to fly a kite.
o When you're buying a kite, you

should remember to take enough
inone with you



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

%umber

Items Desirunion of Skill Area Illustrative lest Question

2. Details and sequence 10 I he student will select a supporting
sentence which pros ides a reloent
reason, or needed sequential element for a
blank in a paragraph

33

Choose the sentence for the blank in the
paragraph that best suppots the topic
sentence

If I had to choose to be something
other than a human being, I would
become a lion

If I were a lion, I wouldn't he afraid of
anN thing. Lions are huge and powerful I

would he "King of the Beasts."

O I would like to he a /eba because
they lie in Africa

O I once read a stop about animals.
O I admire lions because the represent

power and dignity
O I am going to take a trip to the /00.



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

SAO 4rea and Rationale

Numher
of

Items !)eceription of SAM Area Ilhistratte Test Question

3 Outlines for organisation 10 The student will select an element needed
for the organwation of a paragraph
according to an outline.

34

The following outline was used in writing
the paragraph below it. Choose the
sentence needed to complete the
paragraph according to the outline.

I. Athletes don't get fat
A. Example tennis players
B Other examples gymnasts

and wrestlers
C. Conclusion strut diets

Most successful athletes don't allow
themselves to become fat, because extra
weight slows them down

If they are ten pounds overweight, they
may he slowed down by ten percent.
Gymnasts and wrestlers must also be
careful not to increase their body weight
in order to compete successfuly. Athletes
usually maintain rather strict diets that
keep their weight down.

o here are many sports which I enjoy
watching.

o Penn's players. for example. have to
moe with lightning speed.

o You can play tennis at any age.
o Stamg on a diet is difficult.

1.1 r..4

I



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill -1rea and Rummelle

Vumber
(it

Items Destription 1)1 .S111 Area Illustrative Test Question

4 Consistencs. of erb and
pronoun usage

C Sentence combining

"Semen( e (ombunng is a
le( longue for combining short
sentences into longer, (are111111
construe led semen( es Over the
past ten t ears, several stuches of
chases from the elementary school
level through the first tear in
(rillege have shown that sentence-
(ombunng evercises, both ()rill and
written, even when conducted tt ith
little or no zramman«il
lermnologt. (an he effective m
in( reusing the .sentem e-tt rams;
matura1 of students -4

'Writing Handbook, 19t's p 4.

'-.0

10

50

I he student will select the correct
erb or pronoun which is consistent
grammatically with the rest of the
paragraph.

I he student will select etfectielv-
combined simple, compound, and
complex sentences, and «ill use
conjunctions to connect ideas
meaningfull

35

Choose the one which is needed for the
blank in the paragraph or letter

Dear John,

Other MAI read me the part of Aunt
Enun's letter about your robot 'Plan
winning first pri:e at the state science
Congratulations' tir "e are proud of you.
[then we come to visit you this summer, I
hope will show me how it works.

Your cou.sm,
ill

o he
o she
o they
o you

See examples for each specific reporting
category.



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

SA ill Area and Ratiopale Description ()I Skill Area Illuctrative Test Question

r4 ui ifratntnar (haul(/ give
niut li prat e ui «mtpoutttling.
modd t int'. and subordinating It
(Bunk/ also include subvittititti;
strut titre ss Willi the bast(
entence patterns and trattslorming
the pattern themselves

I Simple sentences with
modification

S )

'English Framework, 1976, p. 45.

13 The student will select an effectRely
combined sentence (that is, a sentence
with modification and interrupters, such
as appositives) from a set of simple
sentc.ices.

36

The teacher says Chr,ose the one below
which combines the numbered sentences
in the best way.

1 Roller
2 Roller
3. Roller
4. Roller

Out

skating
skating
skating
skating

is a sport.
is challenging.
is growing in popularity.
is played indoors and

o Roller skating is a spurt, and it is
growing in popularity, and it is
played indoors and out, and it is
challenging
Roller skating, a challenging sport
growing in popularity, is played
indoors and out.

o A challenging sport, roller skating, it
is played indoors and out and is
growing in popularity

'1



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Shill Area and Rationale

2 Compound sentences and
sentence parts

3. Complex sentences

%umber

hems

14

Description of Shill Area Illustrame Test Question

The student will select a compound
sentence or a sentence with compound
parts from a set of simple sentences

The student will select a complex sentence
from a set of simple sentences

37

1 he teacher says. Choose the one below
which combines the numbered sentences
in the best wad

I John is going golfing.
2. James is going golfing.
3 Grace is going howling.
4. Joyce is going howling.

o John is going golfing, and James is
going golfing, and Grace is going
howling, and Joyce is going howling.

o John and James are going golfing,
but Grace and Joyce are going
howling.

o John is going golfing, James is going
golfing, Grace is going howling, and
Joyce is going howling.

I he teacher says: Choo,e the one below
which combines the numbered sentences

the best way.

I Ladybugs are beetles.
2 Ladybugs are small.
3 Hwy feed on insects

o I adybugs are small beetles that feed
on insects.

o Ladybugs are beetles, and they are
small, and they feed on insects.

o Ladybugs feed on insects, and they
are beetles, and they are small.

0 )
...1



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

SAW .4rea and Rationale

Vumber
(if

hems Description of SAilt 4r'a Illustrative Test Question

4 Conjunctions

1) Sentence recognition

"The study (11 basic sentence
patterns can I. students heionie
more coitscious ol the sullied-
predicate relationship and the
nht dun id the sentence "

I Supplying subjects

6English Framework, 1976, n. 45
C, 4

k

10

30

13

The student will select either (I) a
sentence which follows logicall from a
given statement and conjunction, or (2)
the appropriate conjunction for a blank in
a sentence.

I he student w ill toi m eomplete sentences
b suppl ink a needed subject or erb,
and will disci immate between complete
sentences. tragments,and run -ons

I he student III select the word group
which supplies a subject to form a
complete sentence

38

Choose the one that best completes the
following sentence. (Note the underlined
words.)

he sun was much too hot; as a result,

o the team put on their jackets.
o the team scored twenty points.
o the team needed more water.

Choose the word which best connects the
thoughts in the sentence.

Ihe kitten is white,
is black

o nor
o but
o therefore
o or

the mother cat

See e.amples for each specific reporting
eategor

1 ne teacher says Choose the one which
ill form one or more complete sentences.

woke up the neighbors.

ery day
o In the morning
o his dog
o Near the fence



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

2. Supplying verbs

3. Forming complete
sentences

B Language choices

"Practice in making the hest word
choice for precision and clarity
should he regarded as important
to each writing experience."'

"As a dads' writing evercise, give
students a general declarative
sentence and ask them to turn it
into a vivid paragraph h making
use concrete and sensors'
tietailv"8

,Vuinher

Items

13

14

30

'English Language Framework. 1976, p. 45
"Writing Handbook, 1982. p. 16.

"I

Des(ription 01 SA ill -Inv illustrative Test Question

1 he student will select the word group
which supplies a erb to form a complete
sentence.

Fhe student will select the word group
which torms one or more complete
sentences and excludes tragments and I an-
on sentences

I he student v. ill make etteetRe word
choices t, using words which appeal to a
gRen sense, by using specific words and
word groups that proide the most
detailed intormation, and b selecting
words which cons ev a green attitude or
tone in a particular context

39

1 he teacher sass: Choose the one which
sill torm one or more complete sentences.

The school carnival

o next week
o is coming
o lots of fun
o games and prizes

I he teacher sas. Choose th
will form one or more corn

We g', camping to get a

e one which
plete sentences.

way from

o crowds, we en
o crowds. To e
o crowds. We

quiet
o crowds. I

See examp
category.

oy the peace and quiet
joy the peace and quiet

enjoy the peace and

:njoying the peace and quiet

es for each specific reporting



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

SAW Area and Rationale

,Vuniher
of

Bony Deco-Toon of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

I Sensory words

2. Specific words and
sentences

I0

10

The student will select the word or words
which most appeal to a gisen sense (taste,
touch, smell, sight, or sound) for a blank
in a sentence.

The student will select the most specific
and exact word, or the most detailed
information for a particular context stated
in the item.

40

Imagine you are writing a ghost story.
Choose the words that describe exactly
how the wind might sound.

The wind all ni,.ht long.

o blew really a lot
o howled and wailed
o was so very bad

Choose the word that tells exactly what
Bugs Bunny did.

Bugs Bunny a carrot.

o ate
o had
o munched

Select the one which would give a
reporter the most detailed information
about what I om and Sarah saw.

Sarah and Tom stopped suddenly. On the
street in front of them they saw

o some space ships with funny-looking
people in them looking out the
window

o three saucer-shaped ships with green,
yellow, and orange tiny creatures
frowning at the blue sky

o three large ships with some people in
them who were Just sitting there

o you kno:-, big ships, very funny-
looking guys and some other stuff

S'
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Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

SAW Area and Batumi, le

3 Achieving tone through
word choices

II. Supporting Skills

"famousa sAills are best learned at
particular stages of the vriting
process For evample, vocabulary
is often evpanded during pre-
writing activities, such as brain-
storming and cluswring. Decisions
about usage and grammar often
occur during the revision stage
when tt niers Mal' rearrange or
combine their sentences. Tipicall,
spelling and punctuation become
important t hen vriters proofread
their papers in the editing stage of
the writing process. ..9

A Standard English usage

Both the .Vanonal Council of
Teachers of English (NCTE)
Commics.on on Composition and
the Conference on College
Composition have defended the
students' right to use their otn
dialects in speech and t ruing, but
they recommended that the

9Writing Handbook, 1982, p. 18.

9f.)

Number
of

Items

10

160

50

Oes( ription of SA in Area Illustrative Test Question

I he student will select horn a set of
synonyms a word or epression for a
blank in a sentence which reveals a
particular attitude or tone

The student will make decisions about the
cons entions of w ruing. such as with word
forms, standard usage, capitaluation,
punctuation, and spelling,

The student will use irregt,lx: velb,
pronouns, and noun determineis conectk,
achieve subject -y erh agreement. and avoid
double negatives

41

Select the one which suggests an
unfriendly attitude from Mr. Houser

Mr. Houser that we pay the bill

o asked
o demanded
o requested

See examples for each specific reporting
category

See examples for each specific reporting
category.

9 1



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill 4 rea and Rationale

Vionher
of

Items Pesci/mum .S'A di Area Ilhistrative Tect Question

students should he ekpMeti to
standard usaix as an alternative
means 01 spoAen and iiritten
expression -1"

Some as building
ones oiahulari and using iorreil
spelling. punt Illation, usaAe, and
grammar onst nu lions, are
needed hi all students in order to
ensue that !het rite learli and
wrreitli "I'

I Irregular erbs

2 Pronouns

10

10

"'English language Framework, 1976, p. 52
1lWrtng Handbook, 198249,18

[he student will select the confect form of
an irregular erb for a blank in a
sentence

I he student \\ ill select the collect
pronoun for a blank in a sentence

42

I he teacher sas Fill in the bubble next
to the one that completes the sentence
correct l\

Jack _ his lunch

O bi ung
O brought
O Mang
O hanged

I he teacher sas I ill in the bubble next
to the one that completes the sentence
correct I

Send the equipment to Doug and

O she

O me
o I

o t het



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

SA ill Area and Rationale

3 Subieet-erb agreement

4 Noun determiners

5 Double negatRes

13 Word forms

"'Om- At % ti, Su( irssliil mstrti( non
in the (Hine/mons 1,1 ttriting is to
itorA as inti(h as possible %tali the
language it huh stit:lems proclit(e
themselves (imIronting them %tali
their ()it,' it ritten Clpreswon in the

(1 i
%a 4.

%umber
HI

/te'ns

10

10

10

31

Des(riptiaii of Shi ll Area Illustrative Test Question

I he student %%Ill select the lei h lorm
which agrees in number with the subiect
of the sentence

I he student will select the appropriate
noun determiner for a blank in a sentence

I he student will select the word for a
blank in a sentence which will aoiti a
double negatie.

I he student will select the correct suffix
(or a gRen word in context), irrcgualr
noun plural, and contraction for a blank
in a sentence

43

I he teacher saNs Fill in the bubble next
to the one that completes the sentence
correct h.

the cats together.

O was plaNing
O plays
O were playing
O is playing

I he teacher says- Fill in the bubble next
to the one that completes the sentence
correctk.

0
0
0
0

students are in the marching hand

This
I hem
I hat
I hose

The teacher says Fill in the bubble next
to the one that completes the sentence
correctly.

He didn't bus popcorn

O

O

O

110

i1111;

11011C

See examples for each specific reporting
category



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

SAW area and Rationale

`umber
()I

hems

light of the conventions or rules of
the language olten !twilit( eN the
most lasting learning

Students should be
encouraged to edit their min
tsriting hi listening to the /lost o/
their language (truss errors often
hewn' obvious hen ritten
tnaterial iN read aloud

I. Suffixes

2 Irregular noun plurals

12Writing Handbook. 1982. p IS

,

10

10

Dest rumen of SA /// rea Illustrative Test Question

I he student %%ill select the %%oid 1Nith the
appropriate Stith\ (such as -c:, -S,

-ness) for a blank in a sentence

I he student %%III seleo the appropilate
irregular noun plural (such as geese.
Lines. %%omen) !of a blank in a sentence

44

I he teacher says. Fill in the bubble next
to the one %%hich completes the sentence
correct l%

His %%as greatl appreciated.

o kindly
o kindness
o kindest

I he teacher sa\s: Fill in the bubble next
to the one %%luch completes the sentence
cot reedy.

11% mo front are missing

O tooths
o teeth
O teeths



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

Ski 11 irea and Rationale

Number
(,1

Items

3 C mtractions

H. Capitalization and
punctuation

-Students can hest develop their
skill with the conventions ol
writing as the need for it arises in
their work, rather than according
to a fixed program. Writing itself,
then. becomes the haws
determining which skills 'teed to
he learned ht. which students and
at which trine. "1'

1. Capitalization

4,

"Wasting Handbook, 1982, p. 18.

Peceription of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

12

28

14

The student will select the correct way of
writing a contraction for a blank in a
sentence.

The student will select the correct
capitalization and punctuation
convention(s) for a blank in a sentence.

The student will select the correctly
capitalized words for a blank in a
sentence (such as in names of persons,
geographical locations, titles of boAs
days of the week, holidays, and given
parts of a friendly or business letter).

45

The teacher says: Fill in the bubble next
to the one which completes the sentence
correctly.

1 seen her all day.

o hav'ent
o hav'nt
o haven't
o havent

See examples for each specific reporting
category.

The teacher says: Fill in the bubble next
to the one which completes the sentence
correctly

The longest river in the United States is
the

o Mississippi river
o mississippi river
o Mississippi River
o mississippi River



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

SAW A rea and Rationale

,Vuniber
of

Items Description of Skill .4rea Illustrative Test Question

2. Punctuation

D. Spelling

"1 Itimatelt, the test ol a progtam
hes in the students' spelling
wnsciousness, which grott 5 14 ith

Anottledge of tlie language and 1/u'
generah:at).ms appluable to
spelling. Isolated lists, on the other
hand. tthwh are memoti: 'd and
regurgitated in tteeAli spelling
tests tell very little about spelling
consciousness Children who
re( ogni:e their option.% and the
possible tt at s to spell nun have
less trouble than those It ho spend
Thursdat night nieniorLung Ior
Fridat's test -14

14

50

"English I anguage Framework, 1976, p 43.

1 o )

The student will select the correct
punctuation for a blank m a sentence or
part of a letter (including the common
uses of periods. commas, apostrophes.
question marks, and quotation marks)

The student will select the correct spelling
for predictable words, words with suffixes,
demons, and homophones

46

The teacher says: Fill in the bubble next
to the one which completes the sentence
correctly.

Our high school band includes
trumpets, and drums.

o clarinets
o clarinets:
o clarinets,
o clarinets.

See examples for each specific reporting
category.



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills; Grade 6 (Continued)

Area and Rationale

Number
of

!tents fleseription of Ur!! Area

I. Predictable words

2. Words with suffixes

iU.

15

15

the student will (I) write the word; and
(2) select the letter(s) needed to spell a
predictable word correctly. (Predictable
words are those which follow
generalizable patterns and can be taught
with similar words in word families or
groups.)

The student will (I) write the word; and
(2) select the letter(s) needed to form a
word with a suffix added. (These items
sample common patterns for spelling
words when adding suffixes.)

47

Illustrative Test Question

I he teacher says: On the dotted line, write
out the word with the missing letters.
Now choose the letter or letters needed to
spell the word correctly, and fill in the
bubble next to the one you choose.

I enjoyed the dis_ussion after the movie.

o k

o c

o ck
o g

The teacher says: On the dotted line, write
out the word with the missing letters.
Now choose the letter or letters needed to
spell the word correctly, and fill in the
bubble next to the one you choose.

We will go swim_ every day.

o mg
o ming
o eing
o in

_1"



Skill Areas Assessed in Written Language, Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 (Continued)

SAW Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items Dertription of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

3 Demons

4 Homophones

10

10

The student will (I) write the word; and
(2) select the letter(s) needed to spell a
demon (an unpredictable word) correctly.

The student will select the correct
homophone for a blank in a sentence.

The teacher says: On the dotted line, write
out the word with the missing liters.
Now choose the letter or letters needed to
spell the word correctly, and fill in the
bubble next to the one you choose.

The fire swept thr_ the woods.

O ioux
O ue
O oo
O ough

The teacher says: Fill in the bubble next
to the one which completes the sentence
correctly.

The boys could strange noises in
the i e.

O here
O hear

48
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Mathematics

The mathematics section of the sixth-grade Survey contains
questions from nine skill areas: (1) counting, numeration, and place
value; (2) nature of numbers and properties; (3) operations; (4)
expressions, equations, and coordinate graphs; (5) geometry; (6)
measurement; (7) probability and statistics; (8) tables, graphs, and
integrated applications; and (9) problem solving. These skill areas
closely match the strands discussed in the Mathematics Framework for
California Public Schools: Kindergarten through Grade Twelve
(1975), Addendum to the Framework (1981), The County Course of
Study (1981), and the content outline of mathematics textbooks
commonly used at the sixth-grade level.

The relative emphasis and the breadth of the content covered in
each of the nine skill areas assessed on the Survey was decided on by
the Mathematics Assessment Advisory Committee*. The committee
members considered the following sources of information during the
test development process:

1. Content analyses of commonly used sixth-grade mathematics
textbooks adopted by the State Board of Education.

2. Reviews of a detailed test content outline in which teachers and
curriculum specialists from districts indicated the degree of
emphasis they assigned to each skill area and whether or not the
skill in question should be assessed on the Survey.

3. Reviews in which teachers looked at the actual during the
field testing. For each item, the teachers indicated the degree of
instructional emphasis and whether the item should be retained,
modified, or omitted.

The following are the major features of the mathematics section of
the sixth-grade Survey.

An overriding criterion for selecting items was that the items reflect
sixth-grade classroom instruction. Even test items that proved to
be very easy (for example, addition of numbers) were not excluded
from the test. This method allows the test to be useful for diagnosis
of strengths and weaknesses in pupil achievement.
The mathematics questions were written in several formats so that
pupils exposed to different textbooks have ample opportunity to
reflect their achievement.

The word problems were written so that, as often as possible, the
stories would reflect an actual situation rather than a contrived
situation. The story problems were written in short sentences and,
as far as possible, the readability level was not allowed to exceed
the fifth-grade level.
The test questions were written so that they provide the maximum
opportunity for students to reflect on the test what they have
learned.
The test reflects the "umbrella" concept of Problem
Solving/ Applications emphasized in the Addendum to
Mathematics Framework (1981). In the new Framework, the
Problem Solving' Applications, rather than being a separate
strand, is now positioned to receive equal emphasis in conjunction
with each of the other strands of mathematics. To reflect this
viewpoint on the Survey, each skill area consists of skill and
application questions and will be reported as such separately on the
whool reports.
fhe test also consists of questions in problem solving. The
questions in this category are nonroutine applications of
mathematical skills, and generally cut across two or more skill

areas of mathematics. The test questions in problem solving assess
the skills in the following components of problem solving:

Problem formulation
Problem analysis and strategies
Problem interpretation
Problem solution

in problem formulation, analysis and strategy, and interpretation,
the task for the student is to "make sense" out of the question and
"set it up" using many of the strategies without asking them to find
the actual solution. in problem solution, however, students
provide the correct answer to a problem presented in familiar
context.

The test reflects a broad curriculum with the main emphasis on
-ounting, numeration, place value, number properties, and
operation. These skills comprise about fifty percent of the
mathematics test. About forty percent of the test comprises

*See Appendix for a list of the members of the Mathematics Assessment Ach tsory Committee
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questions from graphs, function tables, el, aluating expressions,
geometric terms and relationships, measurement, probablit and
statistics, and reading tables and graphs. The remaining ten
percent of the questions are in problem sol% mg.
[he test consists of 15 questions on "integrated skills," which are
applications of tw 0 or more math skills in a "life-coping" situation,
such as reading and interpreting road signs, schedules, food labels.
etc
In measurement, the questions relate to both U.S. Customary and
metric units. The majorth of questions, however, are in metric

50

measurement. Field re% iew data indicated that students are
instructed in the use of both U.S. Customary and metric units. The
schools w ill get separate scores for metric and U.S. Customary
measurement questions
[he mathematics section of the test trill contain 50 -reporting

categories so that instructionally relevant areas of strengths and
weaknesses can he identified tot a school. A list of these skill areas
is green below, a description of each skill area is given on the
following pages



Skill Areas in Mathematics

I. Counting, Numeration, and Place Value
A Skills

I. Counting and numeration
2 Place alue

B Applications

II. Nature of Numbers and Properties
A Skills

I. Ordering and properties
2. Classification of numbers

B Applications

III. Operations
A. Skills

I Addition subtraction of V. hole numhcis
2 Multiplication of hole numbers
3. 1)i ision of V., hole numbers
4. Addition subtraction of decimals
5 Multiplication dRision of decimals
6. Operations (+. . ) on tractions
7. Percents and equi alent tractions decimals

B Applications
I One-step in oh mg hole numbers
2 One-step inNoking rational numbers
3. lko- (or more) steps

IV. Expressions, Equations, and Coordinate Graphs
A. Skills

I. Expressions and equations
2. Graphs and function tables

B. Applications

V. Geometr),
Skills
I Shapes and terminolog
2 Relationships

ti Applications

VI. Measurement
,1 Skills

I. Metric units
2 LS Customar units
3 I ength. area. and ' plume

B Applications

VII. Probabilit), and Statistics
Probabilit

13 Statistics

VIII. Tables, Graphs, and Integrated Applications
A. Fables and graphs
B. Integrated applicatic s

X. Problpm Soh ing
A. Formulation
B. Analysis and strategy
C Interpretation
D. Solution of problems

1;U 51 //0



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

I. Counting, Numeration, and
Place Value

A Skills

I Counting and numeration

2. Place value

40

25

15

10

The student will identity numbers in a
counting sequence; express a number in
repeated multiplication or exponent form;
read and write correctly whole numbers,
decimals, or fractions; and identify
fractional parts of shapes

The student will identify the place value
of a given digit in a whole number or
decimal, recognize a number that is
equivalent to a number in expanded
notation, and round off whole numbers or
decimals.

52

Which number comes next?
3254, 3354, 3454,

0
0
0
0

3654
3554
3544
3455

How would you read 9007?

o nine hundred seven
o nine hundred and seven
o ninety thousand ,,even
o nine thousand seven

Round 86,405 to the nearest hundred.

o 86,500
o 86,450
o 86,400
o 86,000



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

1-
HI

.r4 til Ire(' am/ Rationole 11, nn

11 \pplteations I 15

II. Nature of Numbers and
Properties

\ ,kills

I Ordering and properties

I I .)
A A ,....

50

35

15

I ), , r /own of ',Ad/ Ire,:

I he student ill apply tilt skills m
counting, numeration._and place value in
the contet ()I ord problems

I he student , Ill RICIIIIR I elat MIMI
s mhols and phrases igi cater than. equal
to. less than. In het tt Celli, IdC11ffil the
least or greatest k hole numher. decimal.
or fraction trom among se\ eral numbers.
identit points on a number line. use the
commutati e. associatRe. and distrihutie
properties. iiad identik properties of iero
and one

53

Illusirotise "lest Question

Sheri reLeRed a check that as [-Men

lot $501 69 II 0 mild the cheek he
I men In ords.)

o I Ot-three and 65 100 dollars
o 1 Re hundred three and 69 dollars
o I Rc hundred three and 69 100

dollars
o I ilt-three and 69 100 dollars

Which set ()I numbers is in order !win
least to greatest')

o 0 110, 0 031. 0 01 A

o 1) 1)31. 0 130. 0 013
o 0 013, 0 130. 0 011

o 0 011, 0 011, 0 130

1 l 1



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

Shill Area and Rationale

1'llinher
of

hem% Description of Shill Area Illustrative Test Question

2. Classification of numbers 20 The student will rxogniie odd, even, and
prime numbers; identify numbers that are
divisible bY 2, 3, 5, and 10; find factors
and prime factors ot a number; find
multiples ot a number; and identity the
least common multiple (I.CM) or greatest
common factor (GC1-.) ot two or three
numbers

54

What is the missing number?

2 x 0 = (2 x 5) + (2 x 2)

0 5

0 7

0 13

0 14

If a number is divisible by 10, it is also
divisible by

O 2 and 5
O 4 and 5
O 3 and 5
O 3 and 7

Which numbers are prime factors of 99

O 3 and 9
O 3, (), and 9
O 1 and 7
O 3

I ; r'
A. A I



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

SA ill -lrea and Rationale

B Applications

Vumber
of

hems

Ili. Operations

A Skills

I. Addition, subtraction of
whole numbers

11 7

15

145

98

15

Desertption of SAW Area Illustrative Test Question

The student will apply the skills in
number classification, ordering of
numbers, and properties in the conte\t of
word problems.

The student will identify terminology such
as "sum," "difference," "more than";
identify the result of addition or
subtraction; and understand algorithms of
addition and subtraction

55

Mary's bicycle license plate number was
divisible by 2 and 3 Which could be her
license plate number?

O 233
O 274
o 282
O 210

In the nroblem

7 4 = 3

the number 3 is called the:

o sum
o difference
o product
o remainder

3048 + 7692 =

o 10,640
o 10,730
0 10,740
o 11,640



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

SAIII trea and Rationale

2 Multiplication of \\ holt.
numhers

3 1)1\ 'sum of \\ hole
numbers

4 addition suhtiaction ut

(let.tmals

\limbo

14

15

14

I)es(rspiton ot lrea Illustrative Test Question

1 he student \\ill identity tenninolog\ such
as "product" and "tactors." identit the
result of multiplication of mo numbers.
and understand the algorithm of
unfit iplicat ion

1 he student \\ill identik tel such
as "di\ isor.- "quotient.- and "iemainder."
identit the iesult of di\ 'sum. and
undostand the algouthm of division

1 he student \\iII identit\ the sum iii h)
thiee decimals. and the &inference of

deLimals oi a decimal and .1 \\ hole
numhei

56

2.759
806

o 233.274
o 2.173,754
o 2.174.754
o 2.223.754

24) 492

o 2 R 12
o 20 R 2

O 20R 12
o 22

127 181

O 12 883
o 17

o 195 7

o 110



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

5. Multiplication division of
decimals

6. Operations on fractions

7. Percents and equivalent
fractions and decimals

1 ' 4 1
a_ 4. .A.

12

16

12

The student will identify the product of
two decimals or a decimal and a whole
number, and the result of dividing with a
whole number or a whole number with a
decimal.

The student will identify the sum,
difference, product, or quotient of two
fractions or a fraction and a whole
number.

The student will select the given percent
of a number; select what percent of a
given number is another number; identify
equivalent fractions, decimals; and
identify fractions in lowest terms.

57

8) 487.2

0 609
0 60.9
0 6.9
0 6.09

5 x 4. =

O +
O 4
O 41"
O 6 i

+ =

O 0.075
O 0.34
O 1.3
O 0.75

I Co )
e..., ...,



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

Ski ll Area and Rationale

B. Applications

I. One-step involving whole
numbers

2. One-step involving
rational numbers

3. Fwo- for more) steps

.1 " '1.. {f.,

,Vionher
of

Irony Deccription of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

47

12

20

15

The student will apply his her knowledge
of one-step operations on whole numbers
in the context of word problems.

The student will apply his her knowledge
of one-step operations on fractions and
decimals in the context c's word problems.

-I he student will apply his her knowledge
ot two- for more) step operations on
whole numbers, decimals, or fractions in
the context of word pi oblems.

58

72 studeats went to summer camp. The
camp cook prepared 3 hamburgers for
each student. How many hamburgers were
prepared?

0 24
0 68
0 75
0 216

Leah hiked 2.5 kilometers each hour.
How long will it take for her to hike 10
kilometers?

o 2.50 hours
o 4 hours
o 12.5 hours
o 25 hours

Greg needs 100 points to get extra credits
in class. He received 15, 25, 30, and 16
points for the projects he has already
completed. How many more points does he
need?

0 4
0 14

0 16

0 86

'' '6..f I



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

IV. Expressions, Equations,
and Coordinate Graphs

A. Skills

I. Expressions and
equations

2. Grapns and function
tabf:s

I,.. ...)

NU tuber
of

hems

42

21

15

12

Deciription of Skill .4 rea Illustrative Test Question

The student will identifN the translation of
an algebraic sentence into an English
phrase, evaluate simple algebraic
expressions, and solve a simple equation.

The student will identify points on a
coordinate plane, and identify the missing
number from an ordered pair of numbers.

59

Find 4a + 7, if a = 5.

0 13

0 16

O 27
O 32

If a 24 = 37, find a.

0
o 13

o 59
o 61

Which graph shows the correct location of
point (4, 3)?

i

0

0

4

(1 1

s

4

II

,

(4 11

,

0

0

j4. 3i

(1 I

4

5

-0(4 1)

0 I I



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number

of
Items Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

B. Applications 15

V. Geometry

A. Skills

I. Shapes and terminology

I"
-.

Aw i

40

24

12

The student will apply his her skills in
translating algebraic phrases, evaluating
expressions, or solving equations and
identifying ordered pairs in the context of
word pioblems.

The student will identify drawings of
geometric shapes (triangle, square,
rectangle, quadrilateral, parallelogram,
pentagon, hexagon, cube, cylinder, sphere,
and pyramid) in 2 and 3 dimensions and
recognize line segment, ray, radius, and
diameter.

60

What's the rule?

A B

21 3

14 2

28 4
7 1

o subtract 18
o subtract 7
o divide by 6
o divide by 7

12 pencils were divided equally among 4
children. Which of the following tells you
how many pencils each child received?

o 12 x 4 =
o 12 i 4 =
o 12 + 4 =
o 12 4 =

This is a drawing of a:

o pyramid
o cube
o cylinder
o sphere

1 ' cOw V



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

Shill Area and Rationale

,Vionber
of

Items Description of Shill Area Illustrative Test Question

2. Relationships

B. Applications

1"3

12

16

The student will identify types of angles
(right, acute, and obtuse), types of
triangles (equilateral and right), parallel
and perpendicular lines, and similar and
congruent figures. The student will also be
able to identify figures that are divided by
a line of symmetry, identify measurements
with the help of a protractor, and
recognise simple spatial relationships.

The student will apply his her knowledge
in geometric shapes and relationships in
the context of word problems.

61

Which of the angles is greater than a right
angle?

0

B

o LAOB
o LAOC
o LAOD
o LBOC

A wheel measures 26 inches across as
shown below.

D

The distance across the wheel is called:

o radius
o circumference
o segment
o diameter 130



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, , - of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

.SA ill Ire(' and Ratio Hale

VI. %leasurement

, Skill

I 'Metric units

2 I. S Customary units

1 Perimeter. area. and
OIUMC

\Umber
0/

Items

58

42

20

10

12

nes( mipium of St./// Area IlhAtrative Test Question

fhe student will estimate length, area.
volume. and mass of tamdiar objects,
choose the most appropriate unit for
measuring length. area. volume. and mass
for a given situation. and convert from
one unit to another kk aim the s\ stem

I he student v, ill estimate length. area.
ohmic. and mass of familial objects.

choose the most appropi late unit I

measuring length, area. volume, mass.
time, and angle. and convert from one
unit to another vvithin the system

he student vy ill identity foimulas of
perimeter, area. circumference. and
diameter of a circle, and calculate
perimeter. area. volume. and
circumference of a circle I he student \Yin
also use nonstandard units to measure
length. area. and volume

62

I he length of a house door is about:

O 5 centimeters
O 7 millimeters
O 5 kilometers
O 2 meters

liovv many meters are there in 200
centimeters.'

O 2

O 20

o 200
O 2.000

Choose the most appropriate unit to
measure the length of a classroom.

O inch
O toot
o square inch
O square loot

What is the perimeter of this figure.'

O 0 3 unit
o 8 units
O 12 Units
O 60 units



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

S ill ,Irea and Rationale

\umbel
o/
.vrrs

B 1pplications 16

VII. Probability and Statistics

1. probabilit

23

12

Des<rtption of Shill Area

he student will apply his her knowledge
of estimation. 111CasilleMent III standard
and nonstandard units. conyersion from
one unit to another. and basic formulas to
compute perimeter. at ea, volume and
distance (distance-rate formula) in the
content of word problems.

I he student will select the probability of
an ex cut or the complement of an event.
identik the probability lot an event
certain to occur or not to occur. and find
the probability assouated with. e g . the
tossing of a coin or spinner: the student
will also apply those skill, in the content
of word problems

63

Illustrattve Tect Question

Luke wants to paint one wall of his room.
I he wall is 8 meters wide and 3 meters
high. If it takes one can of paint to cover
12 square meters, how many cans of paint
must he buy?

0 1-

O

0
O 23

What is the probability that the spinner
will stop on yellow it %ou spin it one
time.'

O --k- -\i

O T 1 /r \
-f-

ty A

I0

0 1-

1 4



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

hems Description (4 Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

B. Statistics

1"kJ, ..

I I The student will choose the mean,
median, mode, and range for a given set
of numbers and be able to apply the skill
in the context of word problems

64

Five players scored the following home
runs.

Home Runs

Sam 3

Maria 6
Sally 12
Torn 2

Bill 2

What is the average number of home runs
by the five players?

0 5

0 6
0 25
0 30

What was the median (the middle) of the
home runs made by the 5 players?

0
0 3

0 12

o 25

I el f%
4.. .0



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

Ski ll Area and Rationale

%umber
of

Items Description of Shill Area Illustrative Test Question

VIII. Tables, Graphs, and
Integrated Applications

A. Tables and graphs

# I.-,
4 ki 1

30

15 The student will read tables and graphs
(circle, line, bar and pictographs) and
interpret the information in the tables or
graphs.

65

IMMIGRANTS TO VARIOUS
COUNTRIES SINCE 1820

Ureted States

Lit ada

AI gentoia

Austral,a

13, azt

T ! 1
N1',.., ledidfld ) ' l

IIIIII,M1Y-IU1111.11.

La h I ,ep, t sehts
1,000,000 Hein g, ants

Which country had 5,500,000 immigrants?

o Argentina
o Braid
o Canada
o New Zealand

(Ill
%.I ..:



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

limos Destripiton of Aril Area Illustrative Test Question

B. Integrated applications

.41 LI -

15 The student will use his her knowledge of
various mathematical skills such as
operations, geometry. and measurement to
solve word problems involving synthesis
of those skills The integrated applications
involve reading and interpreting food
labels, schedules, and mileage charts, etc.

66

Read the following notice and answer the
question.

DOG OWNERS

City of Berkeley will issue dog
license tags covering one-to-two year
periods beginning July 1, 1982.

I-year fee, regular
2 -year fee, regular

I-year fee, spayed or
neutered

2-year fee, spayed or
neutered

$8.50
$12.75

$4.25

$6.25

If you elect to purchase +11,-. 2-year
license tag, your dog's current rabies
inoculation must be valid through
December 31. 1983.

How much more is a regular 2-year fee
than a regular I-ear fee?

0 $4.25
0 $8 50
0 $12.75
0 $21.20

14



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

SA Area and Rationale

IX. Problem Solving

A. Formulation

The &Witt to formulate
meaningful problems is more
useful in the marketplace than the
ability to find a solution to a
terthook 'word problem. Real
problems do not always exist in
neat, written textbook form They
often appear in very poorly
defined. complex physical or
abstract situations The ability to
ask questions or pose problems
which clarify the relationships
among the variables to a situation
is indeed a valuable It is
proposed here that students be
given considerable experience in
formulating mathematical
questions. To this end, it is
expected that instructional
programs in mathematics shall
include a significant number of
concrete, meaningful but
perpleving situations which
students can explore and discuss

52

15

0/,///p11011 of ,S 'Ire()

I he student gill

Illustrative Test Question

identth releant mathematical
problems gen a Akord description of
a practical situation

green a description of a situation,
identik mathematical questions that
can he answ,ercd using information
green in the description

identth problems of situations that
can he represented b green
mathematical models (number
sentences, equations, diagrams,
tables. graphs, etc )

identity the kind of miormation that
needs to he gathered in order to
state solve a g\en plobiem

(Relevant mathematical problem.)

Lincoln School was planning their school
picnic. What is one of the problems they
probably will have to solve?

o How much does each person weigh?
o What is the siie of the school field?
o How many buses will they need?
o What is the average age of the

childi en"

!Addendum to the Mathematics Eramework for California Public Schools K indeNarten I hrough Grade I welve (Sacramento California State
Department of Education. 1980). p. 6.
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Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items

B. Analysis and strategies

"A mathematics program should
ststematicallt. help students
develop strategies and tactics for
analt:ing problems and devise
appropriate mathematical models
to represent the problems.
stratezy here means- a general plan
ol attack. while a tactic means a
single technique which ttill help
ttah a part ()I the problem The
/irst step in des eloping a strategt
Is to dentlt those /eatures It Inch
are signilitunt to the central
problem ":

25

Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

The student will

identify the given facts, unknowns,
or questions in a given problem.

select an appropriate operation that
will lead to the solution of a given
problem.

identify mathematical models
(number sentences, charts, tables,
etc.) for given problems.

identify missing or extraneous
information in a given problem

use mathematical reasoning to
understand or solve given nonroutine
problems.

identify alternate strategies or tactics
for solving given problems.

identity simpler problems that can
lead to the solution of more
complicated problems.

use guess-and-check (trial-and-error)
stiategy to solve problems.

use estimation to predict reasonable
solutions and to identity problem -
solv ing tactics needed to solve a
given problem

ddCMIUM to the Mathematics Framework, 1980, p 7.

1 ')4 g.0
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(Identify facts)

A man normally breathes 20 times a
minute at sea level. He takes one extra
breath per minute for each increase of
1500 feet in altitude. How high above sea
level is he if he breathes 24 times a
minute'?

Which of these facts are given in the
information above?

o The man breathes 24 times a minute
at 1500 feet above sea level.

o The man increases his breathing rate
from 20 to 24 times per minute for
each 1500-foot increase in altitude.

o The man increases his breathing rate
I breath per minute for each 1500-foot
increase in altitude above sea level.

o The man increases his breathing rate
20 times a minute for each increase
of 1500 feet in altitude.

1 I



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

SA ill Area and Rationale

Nu.liber
of

Items Description of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question
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(Identify the question)

What are you trying to find out in this
problem?

o The number of breaths per minute at
1500 feet above sea level.

o How many more breaths per minute
the man takes at 1500 feet than at
sea level

o How many feet the man is above sea
level.

o The number of extra breaths the
man takes while climbing to 1500
feet above sea level.

(Reasonable soh t, )r,$)

One hag of lawn fertiliser will coNer 590
square feet. Myron's lawn is a 92' b),. 7('
rectangle. How many bags should Myron
buy to fertilise his lawn?

What is a reasonable method of
estimating the solution?

o (100 x 70) . 600
o (90 x 80) : 500
o (100 x 70) 5(X)

o (90 x 80) : 600



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

SAW Area and Rationale

Number
of

Items Descrption of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

C. Interpretation

An instructional program m
mathematics should systematically
include experiences in the
Interpretation of the solution
obtained. Thew experiences
should he an e-splicit part of the
instructional program and occur at
all levels of instruction. To often
students accept answers that are
lound ssithout regard to the
original situation The problem
and its solution should he
reviewed to judge both the valulit
ol the 'nodel and the accuracy 01
the mathematical manipulations
used to find the solution

12 The student will

check a given solution in the context
of the original problem.

recognize a sensible answer to a
problem.

draw reasonable conclusions using
given information from the analysis
or interpretation of given
information

70

(Reasonable conclusion)

A farmer can grow a good crop if about 4
inches of rain fall from May to October.
The rainfall during these months last year
was:

May 1 inch
June 0 inches
July 0 inches
August 1 inch
September 10 inches
October 12 inches

The weather bureau calculated that this
year the average monthly rainfall was 4
inches for these months.

Which of these is a reasonable
conclusion?

o The farmer had a good crop last
year.

o The farmer did not have a good crop
last year.

o Last year the rainfall each month
was close to the monthly qverage.

o Last year most of the rain fell in
August.

.1 1 r:'A-.00



Skill Areas Assessed in Mathematics, Survey of Basic Skills Grade 6 (Continued)

Skill Area and Rationale

,N'ulither
of

Items Devcription of Skill Area Illustrative Test Question

D. Solution of problems

"The solution of problems requires
a wide varlets. of technical skills.
Computational skills and an
understanding of operations and
number properties are essential to
solutions to many problems. In
addition to skills related to solving
equations and inequalities,
students need skills of graphing,
constructing geometric figures, and
analv:ing tabular data. An
instructional program in
mathematics should include a
substantial -lumber of read -to-
solve problems that are designed
specifically to develop and
reinforce these technical skills and
concepts. "3

154 (The questions in this category include all
the questions in applications from
counting, numeration, and place value;
nature of numbers and properties;
operations; expressions, equations, and
coordinate graphs; geometry;
measurement; tables, graphs, and
integrated applications.)

'Addendum to the Mathematics Framework, 1980, p. 9.
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